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NEWS Chooses Six Sophomores As Desk Editors

Johnston, Foster, Others on Staff

Sports, Business Staffs Select New Members

Johnston, Foster, Others on Staff

WAC Solicits ARP Members

WAC Divisional Chairman Has Yearly Drive

BUSINESS MEETING SCHEDULED IN ASSEMBLY THIS MORNING

Educators Hold Conference Here

State Student Will Conside Resolution, Amendment

Business Meeting Scheduled in Assembly This Morning
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The Oct/ Bin

Pauline Foster

Joins State Staff

New Gym Instructor, Miss Foster.

Second Camp Weekend Starts Tomorrow

Miss Foster Backs State Vitality at the Columbia Summer School for Teachers.

Miss Foster, back to the Columbia Summer School for Teachers.

Close this Information, since it seems to be dropping astern and probably an intramural affair. Pick-up games at this time of year are hiking, baseball, and volley-ball. More crowded. The sports available at the last were volleyball, tennis, badminton, and the like, more than the former. The current season seems to be dropping astern and a little bit better.

WAC Camp Johnson--a hill over Chatham and half a mile or so was the assignment in 1943.

Scrambled to Play Simms in Fast Football Scrimmage

The Scrambled Simms meet the 11 M's. "Scrambled," as a term, usually signifies a group of players who have been met with a team of players who have been met with. "Simms," as a term, usually signifies a group of players who have been met with a team of players who have been met with. "Scrambled Simms" meet the 11 M's.

Miss Foster did not need any urging to the calling of a meeting of the Student Council and the WAC in the afternoon.
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WAC Members Enthusiastically Pledge to Hold Thanksgiving Services
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Miss Fo...
The task could be so much more efficiently accomplished with only a little cooperation. It is possible.

Council? To decide without giving the council a

under new leadership the council will rise in its
capacity to campaign. Debates with other colleges could

be a valuable experience. It should be possible to arrange debates

in the college area. It should be possible to arrange debates

whether $292 or even more should be appropriated

to the council. This is not the first
dent though he may not take an active part in it,

others lies with an apathetic student body.

However, Debate Council's achievements to date

There are innumerable opportunities for the

- AMERICAN CURSE ON YOUR HEAD! YOU

- I DON'T KNOW WHO'S WRITTEN ME,

- THE STATIO (AIIKIIKO.) NEWS IS TRULY

- Consulting May 1916

- STATE COLLEGE NEWS, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1943

- HAVE A "COKE"? GOOD WINDS HAVE BLOWN YOU HERE

- W. M. WHITNEY & CO. DEPARTMENT STORE

- BOULEVARD CAFETERIA

- State College News, Friday, November 19, 1943

- Emi J. Nappanent Four College Florist Car. of Seneca St.

- The Fall in Q II

- Scramblers Defeat Sirens in Women's Football Game

- WAA Plans Winter Program

- Chi Sign Score Twice During Last Quarters

- MAA Stages Table Tournaments

- Margin for Error
Mary Naylor, freshmen, Louise Wil the quartet will play is "Jesus Lover Varsity Christian Fellowship Willi at 7:45 P.M.

Christian Fellowship To Meet Othello believe Cassio is In love.

The part of Othello is played by Mrs. Hastings' presentation, in Tuesday afternoon in the Lounge.

STATE COLLEGE NEWS, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1943

Mrs. Hastings' presentation, in Tuesday afternoon in the Lounge.

Here's How Othello was Told

The situation which evolves when his

The State College chapter of Inter-

Friday activities with the united national

The campaign was launched at the War Chest drive which in turn will appor-

There will be competition between

The State Fair was inaugurated

There is also an urgent need for

The rules concerning bidding are

In the nation's capital

They Satisfy

NOT A SLOGAN BUT A FACT

You Can't Beat Their MILDER BETTER TASTE

There's no better place than Washington, D.C. It's the
central room of America's mighty war machine. And
Chesterfield is the biggest cigarette in town. It's the
job every minute giving smokers what they want. In
Milder, Cooler, Better Taste makes it the capital smoke.

You can't beat Chesterfield's Right Combination of the
world's best cigarettes-tobacco for real smoking pleasure.

Make your next pack Chesterfield... You can't buy a better cigarette.

JEWELRY DRIVE TO END TUESDAY

Saturday morning the drive of the

Students are urged to bring any jewelry they

Inter-Sorority Council, the Buffet
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The final Tab for war work done by the
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